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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Association Coordination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMS</td>
<td>Combined Administrative Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCE</td>
<td>Common Computing Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO</td>
<td>Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td>Calendar Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EATS</td>
<td>Equipment Acquisition Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSA</td>
<td>Farm Service Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFAC</td>
<td>Local Food and Agriculture Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACD</td>
<td>National Association of Conservation Districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFEC</td>
<td>National Association of Farmer Elected Committeemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASCA</td>
<td>National Association of State Conservation Agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFAC</td>
<td>National Food and Agriculture Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLCC</td>
<td>National Labor Coordination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRCS</td>
<td>Natural Resources Conservation Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCIO</td>
<td>Office of the Chief Information Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCPM</td>
<td>Office of Crisis Planning and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMB</td>
<td>Office of Management and Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>Rural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFAC</td>
<td>State (or Territory) Food and Agriculture Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCC</td>
<td>Union Coordination Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>United States Department of Agriculture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Background

1.1 The Role of the Food and Agriculture Councils

The Food and Agriculture Councils (FACs) are the Secretary of Agriculture’s primary vehicles for administering programs to our customers to address agricultural and rural development concerns at the local level. FACs were instituted to provide a policy-level, cross-agency, decision-making and communication forum to achieve the USDA’s goals and objectives.

NFAC is the management entity designated by the Secretary to coordinate the Department’s policies and directives related to State and Local FAC activities. NFAC is comprised of the administrators of all USDA agencies that deliver programs through State and local offices.

The partner agencies – Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Farm Service Agency (FSA), and Rural Development (RD) – have the primary mission to provide services to customers through local service centers. On October 1st of each year, the Secretary may appoint a partner agency leader to become the NFAC Chair for the next year. Since 1996, the Deputy Secretary has appointed the Chair by annual rotation.¹

State Food and Agriculture Councils (SFAC) are the primary USDA interagency forums in each State or territory through which State-level agency heads of the three partner agencies can efficiently coordinate seamless interagency program delivery, collocated offices, and streamlined operations of the three county-based USDA agencies. Like NFAC, the SFAC Chair rotates annually among the State partner agency heads.

Local FACs (LFAC) are the management structure in each USDA service center that implement programs, policies, and procedures at the local level. Local FACs are charged with the responsibility of exploring the potential for collocating offices that are located in the same community and service delivery territory, and for increasing the sharing of personnel and material resources.

¹ In a memorandum dated January 22, 1996, the Deputy Secretary approved the rotation of the chairmanship of the National, State, and Local FACs. At the headquarters level, NFAC is headed on a rotational basis by the agency heads of the three principal partner agencies. The rotation began in 1996 with Rural Development, followed in subsequent years by NRCS and FSA. At the State and Local FACs, the rotation may follow the NFAC order of rotation.
1.2 The Role of the Service Center

The Department of Agriculture Reorganization Act of 1994 gave authority to the Secretary of Agriculture to reorganize the Department, including both headquarters and field structures. The USDA Service Center concept is one cornerstone of the organization effort. By consolidating individual agency field offices into service centers, USDA has provided more efficient service to its customers at a reduced cost to taxpayers.

The four strategic goals of USDA's Service Centers are:

- One-stop service for greater customer convenience in accessing USDA programs.
- High quality customer service.
- Reduced cost to taxpayers and customers.
- Partnerships with other federal agencies, State and local governments, organizations, communities, and customers.

1.3 FAC Membership

1.3.1 NFAC Members

In 2003, the NFAC member agency heads are:

- Chief, Natural Resources Conservation Service
- Administrator, Rural Business-Cooperative Service, Rural Development
- Administrator, Farm Service Agency
- Administrator, Agriculture Marketing Service
- Administrator, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
- Administrator, Agriculture Research Service
- Administrator, Cooperative State Research, Education and Extension Service
- Administrator, Economic Research Service
- Administrator, Foreign Agriculture Service
- Administrator, Food and Nutrition Services
- Chief, Forest Service
The Chief Information Officer (CIO), and the Assistant Secretary for Departmental Administration participate in NFAC meetings as *ex officio* members.

### 1.3.2 SFAC Members

The SFAC will include members from any of the above agencies represented in the State. The OCIO’s State representative will be included as an *ex officio* member. As with the national organization, the State leaders of the partner agencies rotate annually for the Chair.

### 1.4 Purpose of the National Food and Agriculture Council (NFAC)

NFAC was established in 1982 by the Secretary’s Memorandum 1043-2 dated April 2, 1982. A year later, Departmental Regulation 1043-12 (available at http://www.usda.gov/directives/files/dr/DR1043-012.html) formally established and defined responsibilities and operations of the Council from the headquarters to the State and local levels.

NFAC acts as an inter-agency council and includes membership from a variety of USDA agencies that require a presence at the State and local level. As stipulated in the 1983 memorandum, NFAC is tasked to coordinate all activities identified by Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and Agency administrators requiring the cooperative involvement of the agencies at the State and territorial levels to achieve the Department’s missions and objectives.

According to the Regulation, the NFAC is responsible for:

- Coordinating all activities identified by Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and Agency administrators requiring the cooperative involvement of the agencies at the State or Territory level to achieve the Department’s missions and objectives.
- Providing liaison to the SFACs.
- Issuing revisions to the Departmental Regulation.

1.5 Purpose of the State Food and Agriculture Councils (SFACs)

The FACs were established in each State as USDA’s interagency forum for State agency heads to coordinate activities that promote the Department’s program goals and objectives. The councils are responsible for coordination of service center office services, locations, and operations.

The SFACs serve as the focal points for the Secretary to get feedback on policy issues, to keep informed of agricultural and rural development concerns, and to get input for policies that are under consideration. The Councils identify, assess and address salient needs and problems on agricultural and rural community issues and make recommendations to the Secretary when action is required at the national level. The Councils are authorized to establish committees to assist in meeting their objectives. As the Department’s information technology programs progress, SFACs are responsible for coordinating and addressing technology-related issues for their States.

According to the Regulation, the SFAC is responsible for:

- Executing all tasks and functions issued by NFAC of the Secretary’s Policy and Coordination Council.
- At the discretion of the SFAC, establishing subcommittees as deemed appropriate, to be responsible to the needs of the Secretary’s Policy and Coordination Council.
- Insuring that the rural development function in the State is addressed and its progress monitored.
- Issuing State procedures to establish local (multi-county, county, parish, borough) FACs that will provide an effective coordinated team of USDA and other Federal agency personnel to be responsible to the needs of the SFAC as well as local requests for assistance.
1.6 **Purpose of the Local Food and Agriculture Councils (LFACs)**

LFACs were established in each county-based office to coordinate activities that further the Department’s program goals and objectives. LFACs provide information to SFACs on policy issues and local concerns. LFACs are authorized to establish committees to assist in meeting their objectives. The Councils are responsible for:

- Coordinating the sharing of common office equipment and supplies.
- Coordinating and addressing local technology-related issues.
- Ensuring high-quality customer service.
- Coordinating joint activities for effective operation of service centers.
- Assuring local phone listings are up-to-date.

In most cases, LFACs are made up of the same representatives who populate the outreach committee and the County Emergency Board.

1.7 **Quarterly Meetings**

Each SFAC and LFAC should meet on the call of the Chairperson, but not less than once each quarter-year, to address the objectives and interests of the respective USDA activities. The meetings are considered executive meetings of Federal Officials. Other persons, agencies, or groups may be invited to attend specific meetings when deemed appropriate. The proceedings of each meeting must be recorded by the SFAC or LFAC secretary.

1.8 **Reporting**

Minutes:

Each SFAC must provide a copy of the draft minutes to SFAC members within two weeks after adjournment. Final minutes must be sent to the NFAC Chair within two weeks after adoption.

Each LFAC must provide a copy of the draft minutes of its meetings to the SFAC Chair within two weeks after
adjournment. Final minutes must be sent to the SFAC Chair within two weeks after adoption.

Other Reports: SFACs should respond to all requests for information from NFAC, provided they are in accordance with the responsibilities assigned in this regulation.

Member List: Each SFAC must provide to NFAC a current list of all its members, with their postal addresses, email addresses, and telephone and fax numbers, on October 1st and whenever a change in membership occurs.

1.9 **Office Information Profile (OIP)**

The Office Information Profile (OIP) database system records, tracks, and displays comprehensive information about service centers (and other agency and partner offices), including location, agencies with a presence in the office, and contact information. The system is funded and coordinated by NFAC and jointly operated by the partner agencies.

As a service to USDA customers, the OIP system includes screens that can be accessed by the general public through the “offices.usda.gov” Web site. Using OIP, customers are able to find the address for each service center, access street maps and driving directions, and see which agencies are represented.

OIP data have numerous internal uses and are important for projects, like the Common Computing Environment (CCE) and the Combined Administrative Management System (CAMS). Periodically, OIP data are used to generate reports for Congress and oversight entities that request information office numbers and locations.

Each SFAC is responsible for the accuracy of OIP data by forwarding changes in a timely manner to their Data Steward. Each SFAC jointly designates the State OIP Data Steward and alternates. The Data Steward position does not rotate. If an SFAC wants to change the designee, they should forward a memo to the National Data Steward, below. Every State leader should have a username and password to access the database (at oip.usda.gov).

The National OIP Data Steward, Paige Niederer, is located in Fort Collins, Colorado and may be reached at 970-295-5496, or paige.niederer@ftc.usda.gov.
1.10 Collaborative Decision-Making

Decisions at SFAC and LFAC meetings are made by simple majority of attending members. Therefore, members must be notified of important voting issues prior to the meeting. Members may provide proxies to attending members by fax or email. By definition, *ex officio* members do not vote.

In case an agency (or agencies) objects to the majority vote, the matter may be elevated using the dispute resolution procedure described in Section 1.11.

1.11 LFAC and SFAC Dispute Resolution Procedure

Problems – if they occur – should be resolved at the lowest possible organizational level, preferably at the level where the conflict exists. When needed, facilitators using professional arbitration techniques may be called upon for assistance.

If the problem cannot be resolved locally, the SFAC should become involved. If the SFAC is unable to resolve the problem, the NFAC is the final decision-making level.

In order to ensure that the problem and proposed resolution(s) are well thought out and thoroughly documented, the parties involved should use the problem resolution recommendations and Problem Resolution Worksheet in Appendix 1. Copies of the Worksheet should be made locally.

1.12 Working Collaboratively With Employee Groups and Partners

NFAC entered into partnership with three employee groups – the Union Coordination Council (UCC), the Association Coordination Council (ACC), and the National Labor Coordination Council (NLCC) – giving these groups representation on the NFAC. The UCC represents field unions with employees at service centers from NRCS, RD, and FSA. The ACC represents field associations with USDA field employees in special emphasis groups. The NLCC represents unions for the three partner agencies at the USDA headquarters level.
1.12.1 Conservation Districts

Conservation districts are often located in service centers to provide additional services to customers. The districts partner with service center agencies and make use of service center facilities and equipment.

1.13 Customer Service

USDA employees must work collectively to treat all customers with courtesy and respect. Customers have a right to prompt and reliable service, and information that is clear, reliable, and easy to understand. SFACs and LFACs must ensure that the workplace supports this “customer service” attitude.

1.14 Cost Savings

The 1994 Agriculture Reorganization Act required that agencies initiate cost savings. The FAC is the organizational structure to carry out many of these savings. State leaders should focus on, but are not limited to:

- Maximizing savings from shared equipment, office space, and administrative support.
- Simplifying paperwork and regulatory requirements.
- Providing improved services to agricultural producers and landowners affected by programs administered by the Agency and the Service.
- Achieving computer compatibility between the Agency and the Service to maximize efficiency and savings.
2. Service Centers

2.1 Space Management

The Space Management Policy (see Appendix 2) provides guidance on collocation, utilization rates and space standards, resource sharing, lease provisions, rents, and budgets. Responsibilities are assigned as follows:

- NFAC has responsibility to resolve interagency space issues that cannot be resolved at lower levels. The NFAC approves decollocation requests processed through the Office of Procurement and Property Management.

- SFACs are responsible for providing the leadership for implementation of this policy within their respective States. The SFACs resolve interagency space differences that cannot be resolved at the local level. Decollocation requests must contain a joint recommendation by the SFAC before submitting them to the initiating agency's Director, Administrative (and Management) Services Division, or equivalent organizational unit.

- LFACs are responsible for implementing the policy by providing technical and administrative direction necessary to assure the most efficient and effective operation of collocated offices.

2.2 Signage

In keeping with the vision for one-stop USDA service centers, each must have site signs that adhere to the specifications of the USDA "Service Center Signs Visual Management Guide," (see Appendix 3). Specifically, site signs will only display the USDA symbol and the words, "Service Center – U.S. Department of Agriculture." Individual agency names are not to be listed on the site sign. Additional guidance on how to list a non-USDA organization that is collocated in a service center is provided as an addendum to the guide.

Obsolete signs (ASCS, FmHA, or SCS) and/or individual agency signs which do not meet the guidelines should be immediately removed and replaced with signs that adhere to the specifications outlined in the "Service Center Signs – Visual Management Guide," and its addendum.
2.3 **Sharing Resources and Equipment**

Copiers, office supplies, and vehicles for official travel are just a few examples of office equipment that should be shared by partner agency employees in service centers. The *Space Management Policy* (see Appendix 2) contains guidance on inter-agency sharing that applies to all USDA field offices when reconfiguring existing space or acquiring new space:

- Shared space for supplies, storage, mailroom, printing, conference room, common computer facilities, shared equipment, and other uses.
- Shared common office equipment (e.g., copier, fax, telephone system, mail meter); duplicate equipment should be disposed of, if no longer serviceable, to obtain single pieces of equipment that can be shared by all.
- A common telecommunications system for voice, local area network, and wide area network. Wiring can be included in the lease and amortized over the life of the lease.
- Scheduling - Producer/client/community meetings are scheduled jointly among the agencies to minimize the number of visits.
- Supplies - Agencies cooperate in acquiring and distributing supplies.
- Newsletters - Publications include information about all agencies using common mailing lists and economies of postage.
- Vehicles - Official vehicles are acquired by the agency with the greatest need and shared with the other agencies.
- Data - Crop acreage data, crop production, soil maps, etc., are shared with all agencies.
- Offsets - Agencies coordinate information to ensure that no USDA payments are made to a producer who has an overdue USDA indebtedness.
- Personnel - During fluctuations in workload of each agency, interchanges of personnel are made to achieve the most efficient service to clients.

2.4 **Approval to Move or Consolidate a Service Center**

All requests\(^2\) to establish, consolidate, or reclassify a state office or service center, or to increase or decrease the total number of service centers in a State, must be approved by the NFAC. In addition, all requests that deviate from the 1994 Plan must be approved by the NFAC.

\(^2\) With one exception: If an office is moving to new space within the same city, NFAC does not need to approve the relocation.
Requests must include the following documentation:

- A memorandum from the SFAC Chair, including
  - Description of the proposed change.
  - Verification that employees at the affected location(s) have been informed of the tentative plan.
  - Explanation of the reasons for the change, including anticipated long-term benefits.
  - Estimate of the costs for relocation or other changes.
  - Current and proposed staffing of affected offices.
  - Estimate of the distance(s) between the affected offices (in driving miles and driving time).
  - Signatures of the other two SFAC partner agency leaders.
- Copies of correspondence sent to local Congresspersons explaining the proposed change.
- A map of the affected area showing current and proposed office locations, the boundaries of the affected county(ies), and the boundaries of the area to be serviced following the change.

After approval, the State OIP Data Steward must change the OIP database to reflect the changes (see Section 1.9).
3. Information Technology (IT)

3.1 SFAC as Control Board for IT Implementation

The SFAC in conjunction with the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) has a responsibility for managing and maintaining the IT support for the service centers, special support offices and state offices. SFAC responsibilities include:

1. Insuring that IT assets are provided, protected, disposed, managed, and maintained in a cost effective approach.

2. Coordinating IT assets in all office locations (existing offices, office relocations, closures, and new offices).

3. Providing coordinators for OIP, Equipment Acquisition Tracking System (EATS), Geographic Information System (GIS), and other data management efforts.

3.2 Office Relocation, New Office, and Consolidation

3.2.1 Telecommunications

Upon official approval from the NFAC for relocation, new office, or consolidation, the SFAC Chair must formally notify FSA’s Telecommunications Division at Kansas City, Missouri, to establish new telecommunications and initiate the steps to discontinue service from prior location. All data services are ordered nationally.

3.2.2 Equipment

Upon official approval from the NFAC for relocation, new office, or consolidation, the SFAC Chair must formally notify the Common Computing Environment (CCE) Team Leader, NRCS, Fort Collins, CO. All IT equipment is acquired and managed by the OCIO, in cooperation with one or more State EATS coordinators, using a database connected to the OIP database.
3.2.3 Data Management

Upon official approval from the NFAC for relocation, new office, or consolidation, the SFAC must ensure that computer data (including backups and off-site backups) will be managed, secured, and relocated (in a manner similar to the procedure for relocating paper files).

3.3 IT Acquisitions

The SFAC must coordinate all IT acquisitions with their agency CIOs. Equipment and software must integrate with the common enterprise architecture and cannot be acquired or supplemented in an independent fashion. Equipment includes computers, software, printers, peripherals, telephone systems, facsimile machines, GPS units, digital cameras, and other similar equipment.

3.4 IT Equipment Disposal

The SFAC must coordinate all IT equipment disposals through agency CIOs.

3.5 IT Access and Authorization

The SFAC must ensure that IT security officials are designated by each agency and that access to IT (including hardware, software, applications, data, and the space in which these are stored and used) are adequately protected, proper security is employed, and access provided on a needs basis. The SFAC must ensure that individuals who grant authorities through IT (e.g., user names and passwords) have adequate security clearances as stated in Departmental and agency policies. The SFAC must provide safeguards for the privacy of sensitive data.

3.6 SFAC’s Role in Establishing IT Priorities

The SFAC may be required to prioritize roles for IT-related activities and training within the State when conflicts exist. The SFAC Chair may require a special meeting of the SFAC to provide direction to IT personnel on IT priorities.
Appendix 1: LFAC and SFAC Dispute Resolution Procedure -- Problem Resolution Worksheet
LFAC and SFAC Dispute Resolution Procedure:
Problem Resolution Recommendations

Resolve at Dispute Level
All problems and disputes will be resolved at the lowest possible organizational level, preferably at the level where the conflict exists. Conflicts at the service center level are best resolved by the parties at the service center. Likewise, problems and disputes occurring at the SFAC or NFAC level are best resolved at their respective levels.

Gaining Consensus
When developing solutions to conflicts that are agreeable to all parties professional techniques should be used that result in consensus of the parties. Consensus is more than mere voting where the majority vote wins. Consensus involves solution development whereby all parties' concerns are considered and addressed. To assist disputing parties develop consensus solutions, the services of professionally trained facilitators in dispute resolution should be obtained. These skilled professionals should be used to help facilitate the use of proven techniques to aid the parties with solutions; they should not arbitrate or determine the solution(s).

Elevating Disputes
Problems and disputes are expected to be resolved at the level in which they occur. If the disputing parties cannot agree to or develop a consensus solution, even with the assistance of trained employees, the problem or dispute will be elevated to the next highest organizational level, in the following order: Service Center to SFAC to NFAC. The NFAC is the final decision maker. When elevating a dispute to the next level, a Problem Resolution Worksheet will accompany the request for assistance that fully describes and articulates the problem/dispute, the alternate solutions considered, the reasons these alternatives are not satisfactory, and the recommended solution of each party. Copies of the Worksheet (on the next two pages) should be made locally.

For disputes elevated from the SFAC to the NFAC, the Service Center will coordinate and aid in the investigation of the dispute and development of a consensus solution recommendation with the agencies’ regional coordinators, area directors, and regional conservationists, and with the deputy administrators and deputy chiefs responsible for the subject of the dispute.

When resolving disputes, the SFAC and the NFAC will use the resources and existing lines of authority of their respective agencies to assist in the resolution. For instance, if the problem concerns office space, the management or administrative officers of the agencies should be involved with evaluating the problem and developing alternative solutions. These responsible management/administrative officers will make a consensus solution recommendation to the FAC, who will make the decision.

Problems and disputes that are prematurely elevated to another level without fully complying with this procedure will be returned to the originating level.
Enter the following information about the problem or dispute that needs to be resolved. Use additional pages as needed.

1. Date: 
2. Location
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Problem (Concisely describe the problem)

4. Alternative solutions under consideration (Include Pros and Cons of Each)

5. Is the problem at an impasse at this level? (Explain)
6. Recommendation to Resolve Problem


7. Worksheet submitted to


8. Worksheet completed and submitted by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section to be completed by organizational level to which the problem is elevated:

Recommended Action


Recommended by: Date:

Recommendation approved by: Date:
Appendix 2: Space Management Policy

Departmental Regulation: DR 1620-002 May 17, 2004
USDA Space Management Policy
1 PURPOSE
This regulation establishes USDA policy for the acquisition, management and disposition of office and related space (USDA-owned, -leased, and GSA-controlled). This policy includes guidance on: collocation; utilization rates and space standards; resource sharing; lease provisions; and mechanisms for controlling Rent charges and charges to agency space budgets. It also assigns responsibilities for implementation of this policy.

2 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS/CANCELLATION

a  This regulation is effective upon issuance and shall be implemented pursuant to 5 U.S.C. Chapter 71.

b  This regulation supersedes DR 1620-2, USDA Space Management Policy, dated July 28, 1997.

c  This regulation supersedes all Space Allocation Standards currently in place for USDA agencies.

d  USDA agencies will ensure compliance with the Rural Development Act of 1972 (86 Stat. 674), when making location decisions. See the USDA Leasing Handbook, Chapter II – Acquisition Plan, for specific requirements.

3 ABBREVIATIONS

ANSI/
BOMA – American National Standards Institute/Building Owners and Managers Association
ASA – Assistant Secretary for Administration
4 BACKGROUND

The Federal Crop Insurance Reform and Department of Agriculture Reorganization Act of 1994 (the Act), Public Law 103-354, as amended, provides authority to the Secretary of Agriculture to streamline and reorganize USDA to achieve greater efficiency, effectiveness and economies in the organization and management of the programs and activities carried out by the Department. The Act directs the Secretary, where practicable and to the extent consistent with efficient, effective, and improved service, to combine field offices of agencies within USDA to reduce personnel and duplicative overhead expenses by the joint use of resources and offices.

As the Government continues to operate in a period of reduced budgets, the amount of funds available for USDA overhead and administrative costs, including Rent and rental payments, must be controlled in order to provide as much money as possible for USDA programs.
As USDA makes budget, staffing, and organizational adjustments to meet program requirements, it is USDA’s desire to maintain productive and valuable partnerships with non-federal partners.

5 POLICY

It is the policy of USDA to efficiently and effectively manage USDA-occupied space in order to achieve the most customer friendly facilities, while ensuring effective and efficient coordination of effort and sharing of resources with non-federal partners. In order to accomplish this, USDA is committed to greater management control and accountability at all levels for real property assets.

When planning a space action, first consideration will be given to USDA-owned facilities and leased space under the control of USDA agencies in the area that meet program requirements. Next consideration will be given to other federally-controlled space that meets program requirements.

It is USDA’s policy to house operations in facilities that fully comply with all applicable rules and regulations pertaining to accessibility for the disabled.

USDA policy is to be implemented whenever entering into a new or expanded GSA assignment, new or superseding USDA lease, space reduction action, or other space action resulting in significant space changes in owned or leased space as follows:

a. When two or more field office agency locations are in the same community or geographical area, collocation will occur whenever practical. Agencies will take advantage of all space actions to increase participation in collocations. A request for an exception to the collocation policy will be signed by all agencies involved, forwarded through the lead agency’s Director, ASD, who coordinates with the affected agencies’ Directors, ASD, prior to submitting the request to OPPM for a decision (see appendix A, section 3).

Requests for decollocation, containing a joint recommendation by the SFAC, will also be forwarded through the initiating agency’s Director, ASD, to OPPM for coordination and submission to the NFAC for approval. Requests for decollocation actions that will impact the central Rent account will contain a
recommendation by the Director, OPPM (see appendix A, section 4).

b  When USDA agencies acquire leased space, careful consideration will be given to the following factors when determining if a termination clause in-whole and, when possible, in-part, can practically be included: market conditions; whether new construction or extensive build-out is anticipated; and the organizational stability of the occupying agencies. These factors will assist the agencies in determining the proper course of action in order to get the best deal for the Government while maximizing the amount of flexibility in lease terms (see appendix A, section 2).

c  USDA agencies planning to exercise USDA's delegated leasing authority to acquire space in major urban centers shall request prior approval from the Director, OPPM. Requests must include a copy of GSA's notification to the agency that no federally controlled space is available that will meet the space requirement. This does not apply to space actions already exempted in FPMR 101-18.104-3 (or its successor) and the blanket delegation of lease acquisition authority from GSA dated October 21, 1993. See Agriculture Property Management Regulation 104-18.5100 for a listing of major urban centers as defined under USDA's Delegated Leasing Authority.

d  USDA agencies will comply with the following:

(1) Agencies will avoid space build-out that exceeds the GSA tenant improvement allowance. Exceptions require the approval of the lead agency's Director, ASD, who will coordinate with the affected agencies' Directors, ASD. All charges exceeding the GSA tenant improvement allowance must be funded by the requesting agency. In no case will these charges be amortized in Rent;

(2) The standard UR for USDA office space will be 150 square feet per person average (see appendix A, section 6). Exceptions for space outside NCR require the written approval of the lead agency's Director, ASD, who coordinates with the affected agencies' Directors, ASD. Exceptions for space in NCR require the written approval of the Director, OO. A copy of the approval is placed in the acquisition file;
(3) USDA agencies will release unused and unneeded space at the earliest opportunity; and

(4) General employee parking will not be paid from the Rent appropriation unless supplied as part of a lease (i.e., where the lessor offers parking at no cost as part of the deal, not in response to a requirement in the solicitation for offers that results in a specifically stated charge for parking spaces).

e  When two or more USDA agencies share a common field office, the agencies will jointly use office space, equipment, personnel, office supplies and other resources associated with that field office, in accordance with the Act (see appendix A, section 5, for a checklist of shared items). This checklist will be utilized for developing space requirements for all space acquisitions and a signed copy attesting to compliance with the checklist becomes part of the acquisition file for each site. Additionally, as authorized by law and using a flexible and common-sense approach, sharing of staff and resources with non-federal partners is encouraged when they are collocated with USDA agencies in field offices.

f  USDA agencies will develop and maintain a Master Space Plan/Strategy to ensure space reductions/changes correspond over time with staffing reductions/changes, the 150 square foot UR, and adherence to policy stipulations outlined in this regulation. This requirement will be in place by January 1, 2003, and a report will be due annually beginning March 1, 2003, from the Directors, ASD (see section 7a). The agencies will, in concert with OPPM, pay particular attention to all GSA-controlled space assignments containing 5,000 square feet or more to identify space which is, or will be, excess to their needs due to personnel reductions or to a UR that exceeds the 150 square foot standard.

g  USDA Service Center locations will be coordinated by the cognizant SFAC. Agencies not commonly housed in USDA Service Centers are strongly encouraged to coordinate all space actions through the cognizant SFAC to ensure collocation opportunities are maximized and provisions of the Act followed.

h  All USDA agencies’ space actions that impact the central Rent account require notification of OPPM, through their respective Directors, ASD, 180 days before the action. USDA agencies relocating from USDA-leased space into GSA-controlled space
will reimburse the central Rent account for the amount budgeted for the space being vacated or the cost of the GSA-controlled space, whichever is less (see the portion of the annual appropriations act for the Department that discusses the Agriculture Buildings and Facilities and Rental Payments Account). The OCFO is responsible for determining if special circumstances warrant an exception to this policy. The FS is exempt from this requirement.

i USDA agencies planning to acquire a new or increased GSA space assignment of 5,000 square feet or more are required to receive prior approval from OPPM. Requests should include square footage to be acquired, estimated cost, occupancy date, number of people to be housed and any other pertinent information and be processed through their respective Directors, ASD. Agencies in NCR planning a new or increased GSA space assignment of 5,000 square feet or more are required to supply the same information to OO. In each case, this information will be forwarded to OPPM prior to notifying GSA. OPPM will approve/disapprove requests within 30 days of receipt. Appeals of the OPPM decision may be submitted to the ASA for a final determination. The FS is exempt from this requirement for field offices. Also exempt for field offices are agencies that reimburse the central Rent account from user fees. However, an agency that reimburses the account for less than 100 percent of space costs must still receive approval for the portion that will be paid from the central Rent account appropriation.

j USDA agencies requiring or occupying space in the NCR will strictly adhere to the objectives of the SSP. The objectives of the SSP are to consolidate USDA Headquarters into two government-owned locations, to house employees in modern and safe facilities, to enhance USDA operations and to reduce facility costs. In accordance with this policy and the SSP, space requirements should be reviewed annually by each agency and excess space relinquished to USDA. In particular, agencies shall reduce space holdings as reductions in personnel and/or special requirements occur. Additionally, all space actions (space acquisition, renewal or release) within NCR must be approved by OO. A notification to OO must be in writing and be received a minimum of 150 days prior to releasing GSA-controlled space. All space actions in the NCR will adhere to the 150 square foot average UR, along with the other provisions of this policy. Space design should utilize an open space concept, minimizing private
offices, and employ modular or systems furniture to accommodate workflow and employee privacy.

k  The Director, OPPM, will establish and maintain for each USDA agency, a baseline for total square footage as well as for space costs paid from the central Rent account as of March 31, 2003 (see section 7b). Agencies will (consistent with their Exhibit 54 submissions) reduce square footage in proportion to personnel reductions, when applicable, at the earliest opportunity or whenever a major space action occurs (usually within a 5-year cycle). When a sound program or policy rationale exists for maintaining current levels or requesting an increase in their square footage or space cost allowance, the agency will provide OPPM with supporting justification for use in preparing the annual budget request to Congress for the central Rent account appropriation. All requests for increases must adhere to the 150 square foot per person UR.

l  Realizing the uncertainty and potential legal questions associated with remaining in a leased location upon lease expiration (see, for example, provisions of the Competition in Contracting Act, Public Law 98-369, as amended), USDA agencies will monitor lease expiration dates for their offices in GSA-leased space. Agency budget officers will plan and budget for telecommunications expenses, move costs and required buildout that exceeds the GSA tenant improvement allowance, should relocation become necessary at lease expiration for field offices and space assignments in NCR.

m  USDA agency budget officers for agencies that receive funding from non-appropriated sources will verify their distribution of space costs as determined by the percentage of funding received from non-appropriated sources (e.g., reimbursables, trusts, working capital fund, etc.). This information is due annually by May 1 to the Director, OPPM (see section 7c).

6 RESPONSIBILITIES

a  The ASA is responsible for policy, oversight and coordination for space management in USDA and management of the Departmental central Rent account. The ASA makes a final determination on appeals for approval for new or increased GSA space assignments of 5,000 square feet or more.
b The Director, OPPM, is responsible for providing assistance to the agencies for monitoring the implementation of the space management program for the Office of the Secretary. The Director, OPPM, approves exceptions to the collocation policy, coordinates decollocation requests and submits them to the NFAC, and makes a recommendation to the NFAC when a decollocation action will impact the central Rent account. OPPM maintains a baseline of total square footage and space costs for each USDA agency paid from the central Rent account and prepares the Annual Baseline Report. OPPM also approves field office and NCR requests for new or increased GSA space assignments of 5,000 square feet or more. The Director, OPPM, approves requests to exercise USDA's leasing authority in major urban centers and is responsible for receiving agency verification of their percentage of funding received from non-appropriated sources.

c The Director, OO, is responsible for implementing and maintaining the SSP for all USDA agencies in NCR, coordinating all space actions in NCR, and granting exceptions to adherence with the 150 square foot average UR in NCR. The Director, OO, approves space actions for new or expanded leased space in NCR under 5,000 square feet and forwards requests for 5,000 square feet or more to OPPM for approval.

d The OCFO is responsible for processing funds transfers to and from the central Rent account when agencies move to and from GSA-controlled space. The OCFO also has responsibility for determining if special circumstances warrant an exception to an agency reimbursing the central Rent account when moving from USDA space into GSA-controlled space.

e Each USDA agency is responsible for implementing this policy. Each agency will develop a Master Space Plan/Strategy, which will show planned staffing and space reductions/changes. The agencies will, in concert with OPPM, pay particular attention to all GSA-controlled space assignments containing 5,000 square feet or more to identify space which is, or will be, excess to their needs due to personnel reductions or to a UR which exceeds the 150 square foot standard. Agencies will be required to justify to the ASA exceptions to reducing space as staffing numbers are reduced. Agencies are responsible for funding all charges exceeding the GSA tenant improvement allowance.
f. Agency budget officers are responsible for budgeting funds that may be needed to pay for telecommunications costs, moving expenses and required buildout that exceeds the GSA tenant improvement allowance, for possible relocation at lease expiration for field offices and space assignments in NCR. Additionally, funds required for office closures due to changing program requirements or reorganization decisions should be included in budget projections. Budget officers in agencies that receive a portion of funding from non-appropriated sources are required to verify that percentage to the Director, OPPM (see section 7c).

g. The Directors, ASD, are responsible for approving all charges exceeding the GSA tenant improvement allowance and exceptions to adhering to the 150 square foot average UR outside NCR. The ASD’s will coordinate and submit information to OPPM for processing/approval on the following: requests for space actions for field offices planning to acquire a new or increased GSA space assignment of 5,000 square feet or more; notification of space actions that impact the central Rent account; exceptions to collocation; and decollocation requests. The ASD’s will also notify OPPM when the agency relocates to or from central Rent account space. They are responsible for the annual submission of the Master Space Plan/Strategy to OPPM. These responsibilities cannot be re-delegated without prior approval of OPPM.

h. The NFAC has responsibility to resolve interagency space issues that cannot be resolved at lower levels. The NFAC approves decollocation requests processed through OPPM.

i. The SFAC’s are responsible for providing the leadership for implementation of this policy within their respective States. The SFAC’s resolve interagency space differences that cannot be resolved at the local level. Decollocation requests must contain a joint recommendation by the SFAC before submitting them to the initiating agency's Director, ASD.

j. The LFAC’s are responsible for implementing the policy by providing technical and administrative direction necessary to assure the most efficient and effective operation of collocated offices.
7 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

a  **Master Space Plan/Strategy.** Directors, ASD, will submit an annual report outlining the amount of square footage and number of personnel housed in: USDA-owned and -leased space; GSA-controlled space; and the UR’s for each of these space categories. The submission will outline plans for reducing space (when applicable) to bring the agency’s total square footage in line with staffing and the 150 square foot UR. The report will also ask for a list of exceptions requested and granted for exceeding the UR during the past calendar year and exceptions requested and granted for sites to exceed the GSA tenant improvement allowance. OPPM will send a reporting format to Directors, ASD, beginning in January 2003, with the first annual report due on March 1, 2003.

b  **Annual Baseline Report.** OPPM, in conjunction with the Directors, ASD, will calculate the baseline of total square footage and space costs paid for each USDA agency from the central Rent account.

c  **Verification of Distribution of Space Costs.** Agency budget officers for agencies that receive funding from non-appropriated sources will submit to the Director, OPPM, a verification of the percentage of total funding received from non-appropriated sources. This report is due annually on May 1.

-END-
APPENDIX A

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

1 DEFINITIONS

a Agency Location. This is an established physical office setting where a unit of a USDA agency performs specific services or functions. USDA employees may perform functions at work sites that are not in office settings and that are not agency locations. These work sites specifically include local Soil and Water Conservation District offices, private residences, site inspection facilities at privately owned processing plants, and temporary or transient work sites such as inspection or investigative circuits. In all cases, employees working at these sites report to a specific supervisory agency location that differs from their work site.

b Central Rent Account. An annual appropriation by Congress to the Department to reimburse GSA for space costs and services provided to USDA agencies, excluding FS.

c Collocated Office. A USDA office housing two or more USDA agencies (see section 3 of this appendix).

d Collocation. The process of establishing or retaining the housing of two or more USDA agencies in a collocated configuration (see section 3 of this appendix).

e Consolidation. Combining two or more agency locations of a single USDA agency into one USDA office.

f Decollocation. The process of separating agencies from a collocated arrangement (see section 4 of this appendix).

g Exhibit 54. This refers to Section 54, “Space Budget Justification”, of Office of Management and Budget Circular A-11.

h Field Office. All offices other than headquarters offices. Included are regional, State, area, district and local offices (including USDA Service Centers), whether their function is program delivery,
administrative or special purpose, e.g., technical support or research.

i **GSA tenant improvement allowance.** The amount of money that GSA determines is needed to take space from a “warm lit shell” state to a finished, usable product, customized for a particular occupant. It is comprised of the tenant general component and the tenant customization component (when applicable) and is the maximum amount allowed to be amortized in the Rent (this is the same as the previous “initial space alterations” or “standard alterations”). Charges exceeding this amount are considered above standard build-out and funded by the requesting agency. (NOTE: The general component is set nationally, adjusted annually, and indexed to local construction costs by GSA. This information is available from the GSA Regional Offices).

j **Local Food and Agriculture Council.** The LFAC is comprised of designated representatives of each participating USDA agency at the site.

k **Master Space Plan/Strategy.** A plan developed by each agency that sets forth goals for reducing space (when applicable) nationwide, and time-frames for achieving results. This is submitted annually to OPPM.

l **National Capital Region.** This is comprised of the District of Columbia; Montgomery and Prince Georges counties, Maryland; the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax and Falls Church, Virginia; and Fairfax, Arlington, Loudoun, and Prince William counties, Virginia.

m **National Food and Agriculture Council.** The NFAC is comprised of the Administrators of all USDA agencies with field structures.

n **Non-Federal Partners.** Non-federal partners are specific groups (e.g., soil and water conservation districts, individual county committees of FSA, etc.) that have a formal established relationship with a USDA agency with written agreements covering shared programs/resources.

o **Partner Agencies.** These are: the FSA, NRCS and agencies of RD, Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service and FS.

p **Shared Office.** A collocated office at which two or more USDA agencies share one or more common resources, e.g., conference
room, lunchroom, mailroom, office equipment, and/or personnel, etc.

q **State Food and Agriculture Council.** The SFAC is comprised of the senior official of each USDA agency that has a presence in the State.

r **Strategic Space Plan.** This plan controls current and future space plans for all space housing USDA operations in the NCR.

s **Termination Clause.** A clause included in a lease that allows the Government to release all (in-whole) or part (in-part) of the space with a set amount of notification to the lessor.

t **USDA Office.** A physical site where one or more USDA agencies maintain an agency location. Agency locations within a USDA office may be located in adjacent space, space on different floors in the same building, space in adjacent buildings, or space in different buildings that are part of a single complex or campus.

u **USDA Service Center.** A USDA office designated by USDA and occupied by one or more partner agencies.

v **Utilization Rate.** The average amount of space per person housed in a space assignment, not counting special use space. It includes employee workstations, circulation (including reception), file space, consultation rooms and all private offices.

2 LEASE PROVISIONS

Termination Clauses (in-whole and in-part).

When determining whether to include a termination clause in a lease, an agency must consider market conditions, whether new construction or extensive build-out is anticipated, and the organizational stability of the occupying agencies during the lease term. Every effort should be made to give USDA a maximum amount of flexibility while realistically considering market conditions. Interagency agreements binding occupying agencies should mirror the terms and conditions of the lease.

In order to be prepared for changing USDA mission requirements, including location changes, a termination clause (in-whole) should be included in all new USDA leases whenever possible. The termination
clause will limit the Government’s liability should all agencies in a USDA office require relocation/closure.

If possible, a termination clause (in-part) should also be included in all new USDA leases. This is most helpful when at least one (but fewer than all) agency locations must relocate/close their portion of a USDA office. Partial termination will allow part of the leased space to be vacated without having to consider relocating all agencies to keep from paying for unneeded space. In cases where partial termination takes place, the agencies agree to the following:

- The vacating agency(ies) will notify the lead agency at least 180 days prior to vacating the space. Space charges will continue until the end of the 180 day period or the space is vacated (whichever is later) or charges for the space are discontinued.

- Upon learning that space will be vacated, the lead agency will make every effort to find other uses for the space such as expansion needs of other occupants or adding an agency not currently housed in the collocation. If no other USDA/Government group has need for the space, the lead agency will work diligently with the lessor to release the space in a timely manner in order to minimize the cost to the Government.

If a termination clause (in-whole or in-part) is not included in the lease, the following will apply:

- The vacating agency will notify the lead agency at least 180 days prior to vacating or as soon as plans are known of intent to vacate space ( whichever is earlier).

- The lead agency will work diligently to find other uses for the space or to release it to the lessor.

- In the event that no other tenant is found for the space and the lessor refuses to accept a buy out, the vacating agency will continue to pay up to the maximum amount due in the firm term of the lease.

3 COLLOCATION
Where practicable and to the extent consistent with efficient, effective, and improved service, field offices of agencies within USDA will be combined to reduce personnel and duplicative overhead expenses. When two or more USDA agencies share a common field office, the agencies will jointly use office space, equipment, office supplies, and personnel associated with that field office. This is consistent with the Act, which directs the Secretary to save money through sharing resources and personnel. See Public Law 103-354, § 215, which appears in the United States Code as 7 U.S.C. § 6915. Participants most commonly are the partner agencies (see Definitions) and the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, the Food and Nutrition Service, the Agricultural Research Service, and the Agricultural Marketing Service, as well as county employees of FSA, non-federal partners of NRCS and local cooperators of RD. Collocation is the primary vehicle to facilitate the sharing of resources as well as enabling clients to conduct business with several agencies in one stop, thus saving time and resources. A review and determination of the feasibility of collocating USDA agencies will be made whenever any agency location will be established or relocated. First consideration will be given to USDA-owned facilities and leased space under the control of USDA agencies in the area that meets program requirements. Next consideration will be given to other federally-controlled space that meets program requirements in accordance with the FPMR or its successor.

Collocation is accomplished when two or more USDA agencies are located in any of the following configurations:

a. Contiguous space on the same floor in the same building;

b. Noncontiguous space on the same floor or on different floors in the same or adjacent buildings; or

c. Space in different buildings that are part of a single complex or campus.

Configuration (a) is the required collocation alternative for the partner agencies in a USDA Service Center in order to facilitate maximum sharing of the items shown in the Checklist in section 5 of this appendix. Where programmatic or budget justification exists that causes a USDA Service Center to choose an alternate configuration, the permanent acquisition file for the site shall be properly documented with reasons. Other agencies are encouraged to join in these USDA Service Centers, wherever practical.
When a space action is planned, coordination should take place through the SFAC. A request for an exception to the collocation policy will be signed by all agencies involved, forwarded through the lead agency’s Director, ASD, who coordinates with the affected agencies’ Directors, ASD, prior to submitting the request to OPPM for a decision.

4 DECOLLOCATION

Decollocation is to be used only when all other alternatives are considered to be unworkable in order to maintain adequate accommodations to meet program needs. Since decollocation is contrary to the Secretary of Agriculture’s initiative to collocate all field offices wherever possible, maximum effort will be exerted toward retaining collocation through creative space management and cooperation by all agencies. Decollocation requests often occur when an agency determines a need for additional space. Creative space and lease management begins at the local level. Decollocation must be approved by the NFAC.

Before elevating a decollocation request to the SFAC, the LFAC will address and document the following issues:

Location (city, county, state);

Agencies in the collocation;

State whether the decollocation will be permanent or temporary. If temporary, indicate whether short-term additional space is available;

State the possibilities of the following:

- Redesigning existing space;
- Relocating to a nearby building in the same complex or campus;
- Relocating all presently collocated agency locations; and
- Housing the decollocated agency with another USDA agency in the same community;

NOTE: When considering the options contained in these bullets, USDA Service Centers should keep in mind that they must meet the collocation configuration stated in appendix A, section 3-a.

List the following information for each agency:
- Current assignment of space (square footage of general, warehouse and unique space);
- Peak number of employees requiring space;
- Current rental costs;
- Future or estimated rental costs;
- Floor plans of existing spaces;
- Name of lead agency;
- Space assignment status (USDA-leased or -owned or GSA-controlled) and lease expiration dates;
- Estimated relocation costs for eligible employees; and
- Other relevant information.

When the SFAC believes that it is not possible for agencies to remain collocated, the above information, along with their recommendation, will be submitted to the NFAC (through the initiating agency's ASD to OPPM for coordination).

5 CHECKLIST FOR JOINT USE OF RESOURCES AND OFFICE SPACE

The NFAC Subcommittee on USDA Service Centers issued "USDA Service Center Space and Equipment Guidance" in response to provisions in the Act. This guidance applies to all USDA field offices and requires the following when reconfiguring existing space or acquiring new space:

- Primary customer access is through a common entrance for all agencies into a common reception area. There is a single contact point where clients can acquire information and/or forms regarding the services of all collocated agencies;
- Shared space for supplies, storage, mailroom, printing, conference room, common computer facilities, shared equipment, and other uses;
- Shared common office equipment (e.g., copier, fax, telephone system, mail meter); duplicate equipment should be disposed of,
if no longer serviceable, to obtain single pieces of equipment that can be shared by all;

- Space accommodations for non-federal partners (as authorized by law), local cooperators, and county employees;

- Open space with minimal architectural barriers between agencies to enhance communication flow and allow flexibility and ease of installing and modifying wiring for telecommunications/data systems;

- Privacy for supervisory and confidential client information discussions;

- Flexible floor plan with consistency across all agencies;

- A common telecommunications system for voice, local area network, and wide area network. Wiring can be included in the lease and amortized over the life of the lease;

- Outdoor and indoor signs identifying the location as a USDA Service Center with identification for individual agencies and partner organizations as appropriate; and

- Agencies will adhere to all applicable rules and regulations pertaining to accessibility for the disabled.

Other areas for consideration:

- Lease Administration - One agency acts as the lead in leasing space and administering the lease for all agencies.

- Aerial Photographs - One agency acquires, maintains and distributes aerial photographs to other agencies, as needed.

- Emergency Disaster Assistance - Emergency Assistance Plans are developed, reviewed and approved by all agencies. All cooperate in FLASH situations and Damage Assessment reports.

- Conservation Compliance - Agencies coordinate information to ensure that a producer has a Conservation Plan in place and is in compliance with it before any USDA benefits are paid.

- Scheduling - Producer/client/community meetings are scheduled jointly among the agencies to minimize the number of visits.
• Supplies - Agencies cooperate in acquiring and distributing supplies.

• Newsletters - Publications include information about all agencies using common mailing lists and economies of postage.

• Vehicles - Official vehicles are acquired by the agency with the greatest need and shared with the other agencies.

• Data - Crop acreage data, crop production, soil maps, etc., are shared with all agencies.

• Offsets - Agencies coordinate information to ensure that no USDA payments are made to a producer who has an overdue USDA indebtedness.

• Personnel - During fluctuations in workload of each agency, interchanges of personnel are made to achieve the most efficient service to clients.

NOTE: A copy of this checklist is to be signed by all senior site officials attesting to items that will be shared and, when applicable, briefly explaining why any item is not. The checklist becomes part of the permanent acquisition file for the site. Interagency agreements for reimbursement should be in place prior to occupancy and should address all shared items for which funds will be transferred or like-kind services rendered.

6 PLANNING SPACE FOR FIELD OFFICES

NOTE: A field office is defined as all offices other than headquarters offices. All applicable rules and regulations pertaining to accessibility for the disabled will be followed.

The following guidance will be used in planning space for a USDA field office to assure economy and consistency for all personnel in all field offices. The UR will be based on the total number of employees in each field office location regardless of how many or which agencies are present. Additionally, each agency is responsible for their individual UR. Alternate work arrangements (e.g., flexi-place, etc.) should be considered when calculating the total amount of space needed, with corresponding square footage reductions. The UR is computed using
usable square feet as defined by ANSI/BOMA (for a copy of the BOMA publication Standard Method for Measuring Floor Area in Office Buildings, contact BOMA on the Internet at www.boma.org).

The UR for USDA field offices will not exceed 150 square feet per person average including USDA employees and county employees of FSA, non-federal partners of NRCS and local cooperators of Rural Development. Individual agencies have discretion in determining which employees require larger or smaller workstations within their area as long as the overall UR is maintained. Agencies should coordinate these decisions to ensure that consistency is achieved across agency lines for like-grades and/or positions. NOTE: when determining the total amount of space for an office, keep in mind that square footages for other than full-time personnel (e.g., part-time, temporary, seasonal, stay-in-school, volunteers, etc.) should not be calculated at 150 square feet per person.

The UR of 150 square feet includes employee workstations, circulation (including reception), file space, consultation rooms and all private offices. Generally, this will include all space finished as standard office space. Those items that constitute special space such as a laboratory, conference space, light industrial, and storage are not included in the UR. However, an agency demonstrating a need for an exceptional amount of file space (usually for historic files), established and agreed to in writing by that agency’s Director, ASD, may create a dedicated file area which is excluded from the UR calculation.

NOTE: The amount of space for a dedicated file area is determined by the number of files, allowing 3 square feet for each letter file, 4.5 square feet for each lateral file and 15.75 square feet for each map file. Reasonable circulation can be added to arrive at the total square footage for this area.

All field offices with more than one USDA agency presence will share those areas they have in common. These will include, but are not limited to: reception area, ADP room, mail/storage room, copier space (and equipment), conference room, and client/break room. An agency possessing any of these types of areas as dedicated space (i.e., not shared by all agencies) is contrary to Congressional intent as stated in the Act and is not acceptable. The facility should present a seamless USDA environment. Shared space is apportioned to the occupying agencies with reception and any shared office space included in each agency’s total space for UR calculation.
Field offices will be designed utilizing an open space concept with minimal architectural barriers between agencies. Private offices should be kept to a minimum. To the greatest extent possible, modular or systems furniture should be used to accommodate workflow and employee privacy. Locations requiring client consultation space may have shared consultation rooms for meetings with customers. These can also be used for employee consultation, reducing the need for private offices. Note: consultation room space is calculated in the UR.

Exceptions to the UR require approval from the lead agency’s Director, ASD or the Director of OO for NCR space.
Appendix 3: Service Center Signs

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Service Center Signs

In keeping with the vision for "One-Stop" USDA Service Centers, it is imperative that all USDA Service Centers have site signs that adhere to the specifications of the USDA "Service Center Signs Visual Management Guide," which is included in this handbook. Specifically, site signs will only display the USDA symbol and the words, "Service Center – U.S. Department of Agriculture." Individual agency names are not to be listed on the site sign. Additional guidance on how to list a non-USDA organization that is collocated in a service center is provided as an addendum to the guide.

Obsolete signs (ASCS, FmHA, or SCS) and/or individual agency signs which do not meet the guidelines should be immediately removed and replaced with signs that adhere to the specifications outlined in the "Service Center Signs Visual Management Guide," and the addendum.

INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are for USDA Service Center personnel and local and State Food and Agriculture Councils (FAC) to use in conjunction with the "USDA Visual Management Guide -- Service Center Signs."

Site Sign (pages 4-14)
The site sign is what people see as they first approach the Service Center. The type, size, and orientation will depend on the Service Center's status in the building (own, rent, free space), and the cost of the sign.

The site sign will only show the USDA symbol and the words, "Service Center -- U.S. Department of Agriculture." Agency names are not to be listed on the site sign.

Directional Sign (pages 14-15)
This sign is to be used when the entrance to the service center is not obvious from the parking area. There may be multiple tenants at the location, other than USDA, or the Service Center may not be at the main entrance of an area.

Spacing Guide (pages 16-17)
This information is for the sign maker when setting the type on the sign.

Building Directory (pages 18-19)
This would be in a foyer, reception area, or other main entrance where there is no direction for the customer to the offices. In a common reception area, if there is usually someone there to greet and refer customers, this sign may
not be necessary. Agencies should be listed in order by room number with the conservation district offices and other USDA offices.

**Building Directory/Non-USDA Facility (pages 20-21)**

These pages depict the USDA format used for a non-USDA facility. When USDA is a tenant in an office complex or using space provided by another government agency (e.g. Extension Service, a university, county government) the listing may be part of a larger sign or sign system. Use the USDA symbol where possible. If the owner only allows text, or it would be cost prohibitive, the USDA symbol may be excluded.

If the owner is using a federal government format this should fit easily. If not, and there is confusion about how the USDA Service Center should appear, the local FAC should contact the State FAC. If the State FAC is not clear how to address the problem, they should contact the National FAC as identified below.

**Office Sign (pages 22-23)**

This sign is to be used when the agency within the Service Center is in its own suite or room. It would probably not be used in an open-area office. The agency name should be removable so it can be easily changed for name changes or if offices are rearranged.

**Reproduction Art (pages 25-33)**

This artwork is for the sign maker to use to create the messages on the signs. This will provide consistency for USDA signs because graphics and type will not have to be redrawn and typeset.

If you are not clear about how Service Center signs should look, or have a situation not addressed here, contact your State FAC for direction. If a State office has questions, or if you have comments on these signs and directions, or would like to make suggestions for other signs a Service Center will need, send them the NFAC.
SUGGESTIONS, TIPS AND ISSUES REGARDING SERVICE CENTER SIGNS

New Signs Already Installed
Many USDA Service Centers have already installed signs with the USDA symbol or logo that may not adhere to the Visual Management Guide. Offices do not need to spend extra money to replace these signs. If there are recently installed signs that do not have the new logo, a sign maker should be able to add the logo with a magnetic or otherwise attached appliqué.

Future Moves and Others without the New Logo
All other offices that have moved or collocated into a USDA Service Center as part of the State's implementation plan should begin to order their "site" and other signs with the USDA symbol. Offices that have not made their moves to collocated Service Centers should incorporate the new signage into their moves and/or construction.

Verbiage on the Signs
The main outdoor site sign is not to include the agency names. This does not fit with the Secretary's vision that to the customer, we are to be "One USDA." Though it will not let an approaching customer know which agencies are physically located in the Service Center, according to the Service Center Concept, a customer should be able to, at the least, get very basic information and referral to the correct office. For example, if Rural Development is not located in that Service Center, someone in the Service Center may be able to set up an appointment with a Rural Development representative or reach them by phone.

The site sign should not include the name of the city or county in order to lessen the confusion in places where offices are collocated with county or city offices.

Logo Appliqués
In situations where a partner’s one-color or construction site sign is used, a magnetic appliqué, wood, or metal cut-out USDA logo can added.

Colors and Backgrounds
Because not all sign makers stock the same colors or they may charge for mixing colors, variation from the specified colors is acceptable when the difference is not noticeable. Please see the color insert in the USDA "Service Center Signs Visual Management Guide." Charcoal gray, for example, does
not have a Pantone Matching System (PMS) color indicated. Use your discretion with the shade for your sign.

The guide indicates the blue/dark purple as PMS 287, however the Department has since decided to use PMS 288 as the two are almost indistinguishable from one another.

The purpose of the box around the logo – in several of the images – is to define the border of the white field when the logo is set in a color background.

**Funding**
There will not be funds available from the National FAC Service Centers for signs. Cost should be defrayed as part of routine office moves, reorganizations, agency name changes, etc. States can get a better price per sign, if they order signs for all their Service Centers. Washington State, for example, was able to find low cost aluminum signs by ordering from their State prison system.

**Recommendations for Large Orders**
The following were recommended by people in State and regional offices for ordering signs:

- UNICOR (Federal Prison System) (202) 508-8462
- State departments of transportation
- State prison systems

"**Quick Sign" Companies"
Please remember this is a guide. If making minor changes in sizes and shape of signs will be significantly more practical or less costly, please consider the options. It is important that the proportions of the logo and the lettering to the overall size of the sign follow the guide. Keep the logo and "Service Center" dominant where indicated.
Appendix 4: Links of Interest

Service Center Information Management System (SCIMS)

Customer Service Toolkit
www.itc.nrcs.usda.gov/toolkit

Office of Crisis Planning and Management (OCPM)
www.usda.gov/da/ocpm

USDA Directives Web site
www.usda.gov/directives

Department Regulation No. 1620-2, dated August 2, 2002

USDA’s eGovernment Strategic Plan
www.egov.usda.gov/usda_strat_planv3.3.pdf

eForms Web site
forms.sc.egov.usda.gov/eforms/mainservlet.
Appendix 5: SFAC Meeting Minutes
Appendix 6: LFAC Meeting Minutes